Not even 2 years old
and one South African airline
has already reached a
multitude of milestones
In November 2006, South Africa’s famed national carrier, SAA, decided to launch a low budget
domestic alternative. Unassumingly named “Mango”, they had little idea how quickly the
child would challenge the parent. Because that’s just what’s happened. By using existing SAA
infrastructure to fly between South Africa’s foremost economic hubs; Johannesburg, Cape Town,
Durban and Bloemfontein; Mango also leads the country’s airfields with its cheeky, passengerpleasing innovations – both in the air and on the ground.

First to introduce “buy a flight
while you buy your groceries”
Mango successfully introduced instore
purchasing of flights at MoneyMarkets at these
fine South African supermarkets: Checkers,
Shoprite and CheckersHyper. The chains
dominate the SA retail landscape, and are
found in every corner of the country.

First to offer South Africans a
jetset lifestyle on a ready-to-wear
clothing budget
Being first to partner with the country’s preeminent apparel and lifestyle group, Edcon,
means hundreds of thousands of stylish South
Africans can now buy flights, using their store
credit cards.

An airline that offers truly
discounted hotel accommodation
tie-ins
Preferential rates on accommodation
at one of SA’s favourite hotel chains,
Southern Sun, means Mango Guests land as
comfortably as they fly.

Affordable car rental partner
With unimaginably generous discounts on car
rentals from Tempest Car Hire, no wonder so
many newly airborne travellers are taking up
fly-drive packages.

First to ensure business people
can afford a little luxury without
breaking the bank
Ticket flexibility without penalty, 30kg baggage
weight allowances, automatic access to BidAir
Services Airport Lounges in 3 major airports
countrywide, complimentary on-board
refreshments and a host of other benefits have
persuaded the business-minded that Mango
sub-brand, Mango Plus, is the way above the rest,
bottomline. (See overleaf
for details.)

Mango Plus:
Business benefits
at affordable prices
Think being within budget means being limited in choices? Think again.
Mango has devised a way to ensure business people travel in a way that befits their executive
position. It’s called Mango Plus and it’s been designed specifically for those juggling both the
highest of personal expectations and the lowest, most affordable of corporate bottom-lines. Our
Mango Plus offering has a whole host of impressive “plusses”.

Affordability PLUS+ flexibility:

Knowledge PLUS+ power:

Mango Plus flights can be changed as many times
as necessary – without penalty*

Devour a complimentary business newspaper
along with free onboard refreshments.

Convenience PLUS+ comfort:

Baggage Allowance PLUS+ 10
extra kilograms:

Besides quick and easy check-ins, all Mango Plus
Guests gain automatic access to BidAir Services
Airport Lounges in airports countrywide.

We’ve raised our usual generous 20kg checkedin baggage weight allowance of 20kg to a fulsome
30kg – but only for Mango Plus guests.

Oh, and did we mention our exemplary on-time performance, a fleet of state of the art
aircraft (fitted with immaculate leather seats), flight and ground crew who
treat each and every client as a Guest not just a passenger…
We could go on and on., but our Guests have
business to do, places to go… and budgets
to meet.

